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Introduction 
 

NeuGen is made for the 

generation of dendritic and axonal 

morphology of realistic neurons 

and networks in 3D. The idea for 

the development of NeuGen has 

been to simulate networks of 

synaptically connected neurons in 

a cortical column. 

This project is mainly a result of 

the fact that experimental data is 

available nowadays to extract the 

anatomical fingerprints of the cells 

for generating synthetic neuron 

geometries 

For more information see: 

J. P. Eberhard , A. Wanner and Gabriel Wittum (2006). NeuGen: A tool for the generation of realistic 

morphology of cortical neurons and neural networks in 3D. Neurocomputing, 70 (1-3): 327-342. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2006.01.028 

 

 

L23 pyramidal cell and L4 spiny stellate cell: The axonal tree is colored dark orange. The basal dendrites are shown in 
yellow, apical are colored redblue and oblique tree is brown. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2006.01.028


 

 

L5A pyramidal and L5B pyramidal cell 

 

 

 

 

 

L4 star pyramidal cell 



 

 

 

 

Key Features 
 

NeuGen 

 NeuGen is a tool for the efficient generation and description of dendritic and 

axonal morphology of realistic neurons and neural networks in 3D. 

 NeuGen builds real neural network geometries. 

 NeuGen is based on experimental data. The 'in silico' neurons are based on 

cells of cortical columns in the neocortex. 

Neurons 

 L4 spiny stellate neurons 

 L2/3 pyramidal cells 

 L5A and L5B pyramidal cells 

 L4 star pyramidal cells 

Visualization 

 Generated networks can be visualized via the NeuGen GUI. 

 Generated networks can be validated. 

Synapses and Networks 

 NeuGen creates synapses by distributions and/or distance. It uses the NetCon 

class of NEURON to create an interface to this simulation program. 

 The interconnection is made due to realistic connectivity patterns in a cortical 

column found by experiments. 

Simulation 

 Output can be generated for NEURON via HOC files. 

 Implementation of a multi-compartmental model from the ModelDB to simulate 

the generated networks directly with NEURON. 

 Model from Mainen & Sejnowski, Nature 382 (1996), with fast active 

channels in soma and axon, and slow active currents in dendrites. 

NeuGen generates uniform distributions of channels. 



 

Installation 
 

The software package NeuGen is available for different platforms. Currently we support NeuGen for 

Windows, Linux and Mac OS X (G4, G5, Intel). The current standard distribution includes all new 

features and is stable.  

Download the NeuGen version for your operating system and save it in a folder of your choice.  Unzip 

the package there. A folder called NEUGEN_v[version number] will be extracted. It contains all 

necessary files, including test configuration files for NeuGen’s parameters. 

Before you can start NeuGen, please send us some informations about you and in what field you 

work. You will need a license key to start NeuGen. To receive your license key, please send an email 

to eberhard@inbox.com. 

NeuGen can be started at once. 

 

 

Starting NeuGen 

 

Starting NeuGen with MS Windows 

Double mouse click on NeuGenJava.jar (or execute java -jar NeuGenJava.jar in the prompt) in the 

NeuGen folder. The NeuGen GUI Start Screen will appear. 

Starting NeuGen with Mac OS X 

Double mouse click on NeuGenJava.jar (or execute java -jar NeuGenJava.jar in a shell) in the NeuGen 

folder. The NeuGen GUI Start Screen will appear. 

Starting NeuGen with Linux 

Start a shell, change to the NeuGen directory and type java -jar NeuGenJava.jar. The NeuGen GUI 

Start Screen will appear. 

 

mailto:eberhard@inbox.com


 

NeuGen GUI Start Secreen 

 

 

Start a new project 
 

 

1.   To create a project click on the new project button in the tool bar. 

 

 

 

 

2. click on the new next button to create a neocortex project. 

 



 
 

3. Type the name of the project and click on the finish button. 

 

 
 

 



4. Edit the parameters.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Parameters you can change include the number and type of cells generated, the names and 

types of the output files and also special parameters concerning the generation.  



 

To edit the entries, enter the branch, right click on the entry and type the new value in the 

Edit Textfield. 

 

All recommended values are given in brackets in the tables in the appendix and are taken 

from experimental findings. These are also the default values. 

 

In Param  you can set, what types of cells and how many of them shall be generated. 

Also you can influence, the number of synapses, that will be generated and change some 

features of neurons and their parts. 

 

All relevant cell types found in the neocortex can be generated with NeuGen and include 

L2/3 pyramidal cells, L4 stellate neurons and starpyramidal cells, as well as L5A and L5B 

pyramidal cells. 

Without visualization the total number of neurons generated can be as high as 5000. For 

visualization the number is limited to about 250, depending on computer capacities. 

The values, which can be set are not all absolute parameters. Except for the numbers of cells, 

all parameters are scaled with random numbers to provide the possibility of generating 

realistic networks, which vary in form and size. 

 

net contains information about the types and numbers of neurons generated, and a 

parameter to influence the number of synapses. 

 

neuron contains information about the appearance of a single cell. 

Parameters of all neuron parts, including axon, dendrites, soma and synapses, as well as the 

deviation from the “abstract base neuron” and the numbers of dendrites can be changed. 

For beginners it is recommended to use the default settings (see appendix). 

 

In Interna  internal generation parameters are stored. Changes in this file can result in 

severe changes of the appearance of the cells. 

Therefore, the parameters in this file should only be changed by very experienced 

users, who know, what they are doing. 

 

Start the generation of neurons 
 

After you have made all your changes in the configuration pane, you can start the generationof 

neurons by left mouse click on  start button   on the NeuGen GUI Start Screen tool bar. 



While generating the cells, NeuGen will show its progress in the progress bar and also will write 

information in the output textfield.  After it has finished, you can visualize your network, restart the 

generation to get a different realization of the network or quit the application. 

 

Visualizing the generated net 

 

Since version 1.1 NeuGen has its own Visualization Window. You can visualize a generated network 

of up to 250 neurons, depending on computer capacities. 

To visualize the neuron or network, press the Visualize button    on NeuGen’s tool bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Orientation 

Use the mouse to navigate through the network (see picture below).    

(Unfortunately, there is no “go-to-start-view-button”, so don't get lost.) 

You can rotate the image by dragging it with the left mouse button hold. 

 

 

You can move the image by dragging it with the right mouse button hold. 

 

 

 



 

You can zoom into the image by dragging it upwards with the middle mouse button hold. 

 

 

You can zoom out of the image by dragging it downwards with the middle mouse button hold. 

 

 

 

Note 

If you start another generation, the image information will be lost, unless you made a screen shot of 

the visualization before. 

 



Validate the generated net 

To validate the network, press the Validate button   on the tool bar. 

You can select the density part and density method. 

 

 

 

The default voxel length is 50 µm.  In the next step, you can choose the type of Visualization. There 

are three types: Cubes, Convex Hull and Divided Convex Hull. 

 



 

NeuGen Density Visualization Configuration Window 



 

Visualization with cubes (left), with convex hull (right) 

 

 

 

 



 

Visualization with divided convex hull 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Slider images 
 

To create slider images of the network, press the Slider button    on the tool bar. 

 

 

 

 
The default image resolution is 

512 × 512. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Using NeuGen’s output with NEURON 
 

To use the electrophysiological, compartmental neuron model for simulations with NEURON and 

with NeuGen, it is necessary to download and install an additional package of the ModelDB called 

Pyramidal Neuron Deep, Superficial; Aspiny, Stellate: Mainen/Sejnoski 1996 (patdemo.tar) for 

NEURON. 

To export the network, press the Export button   on the tool bar. A file chooser menu 

will pop up. Please select the Neuron Files (*.hoc) file.  Type the name of the new hoc file and press 

ok. 

 

 

 

The .hoc file contains the geometric information and the model.hoc file contains the functional 

neuronal information 

If the voltageFilePostfix is given, for each step of the NEURON simulation the voltage in each of the 

somata will be written in a file with this postfix. 

If the netConEventsFilePostfix is given, NeuGen will write a .syn_coords file with the coordinates of 

all NetCons and during the NEURON simulation a file with the events (“spikes”) of the NetCons in 

each time step. 

 



 

 


